Twin Beam Shoring System

Twin Beam Support System
Twin Beam Support System is a multifunction system designed to make every day changes on the jobsite easier. The
system is composed of five simple components; when used together, they supply a stronger support system reducing vertical
equipment, rental, and labor costs. The Twin and Insert Beam, ‘Two Beams in One’, is a distinct product in the concrete construction
industry providing a safer, more efficient shoring system.
Twin Beam - Insert Beam - HV Leg - Ledger Frame - AH20 Timber Girder

Maxi

Midi

HV Support System

Standard

7’9”-12’
5’9”-10’

Extension

4’

Safety on the jobsite is ICS’ main priority. Our equipment
exemplifies our high standards meeting all OSHA requirements.
The Standard Leg Lite has a perm. leg load up to
20,000, the Midi Leg Lite has a perm. leg load up to 18,000, and
the Maxi Leg Lite has a perm. leg load up to 16,000. No tripod
is needed while back propping.

9’6”-13’10”

The HV Support System is the only system you will need on any
jobsite. This system is compatible with all of our support systems

End Plate

Leg Lite

Retainer Clip

Retainer Claw

The Retainer Claw or Clip is used at the
endplate of the HV Leg Prop or Extension
legs to retain the screw jack. The Retainer
Claw or Clip is required when flying tables.

Nylon Washer
Collar Nut for Jack
Screw Jack

End Plate

The Screw Jacks can be fitted on top or bottom of the
Leg Lite for vertical adjustment. The Spanner
loosens the wing nut for stripping or to adjust height of
the leg or table.

HV Support System

HV Support System Load Charts

Support System Ledger Frames
Ledger Frames are the best bracing system for full HV Leg support. The Ledger Frame is
connected to the HV Leg at three points with a spring loaded wing nut and t-bolt. Pushing the wing
nut into the leg and turning 90 degrees, will allow the wing nut to be tightened. This three point frame
connection is important to distribute the lateral load.
The ledger frame length is measured from leg center to leg center.

33”

Ledger Frames

2’

3’

6’

4’

10’

8’
Our systems use a set spacing when connecting the
frames to the Legs. Each leg is marked to indicate
the 15” measurement used for proper frame location.
Having this predetermined spacing
for assembling shoring tables and towers,
eliminates uncertainty of placement and
eases training. When attaching the frame to
the leg, the frame will be 15”above the lower
endplate.

Use two HV Connection Brackets when
connecting two legs at the end plates.This
connection will insure full compression
strength through the legs.

Frame
Connection

Support System Ledger Frames

15”

Maxi

When using two frames with two leg combinations,
the second frame will go 15” below the marked, top
endplate. Three Frames allows for a stronger load,
and the third frame will be placed 4” below the
connection bracket.

15”

19’ 6” -- 27’ 8”

15’ 7” -- 23’ 10”
Maxi

9’ 6” -- 18’ 5”

Standard

Standard

15”

Ext.

Standard
connection
bracket

Maxi

Maxi

4”

11’ 8” -- 19’ 11”
Midi

15”

Standard

Standard

Midi

Standard

Midi

15”

15”

HV Support System Legs

Twin Beam Load Charts

Twin Beam Support System
Twin Beam: 12’ 3”

Insert Beam: 10 ft.

With higher demands in design, creativity, technology, and efficiency, traditional
concrete forming and shoring equipment is being put to the ultimate test. The
need for progressive equipment to fit these demands is imminent. The
Twin Beam & Insert Beam system provides a rapid, versatile, and efficient
means of casting onsite concrete decks in a wide variety of applications.
Connect the Twin & Insert Beam to any prop using a R12x50 for a
secure, safe attachment.
Twin Beam:
Max. Bending Movement
M= 18,296 lbs/ft
Max. Sheer Force
Q= 22,472 lbs
Weight
7.7 lbs/ft
Insert Beam:
Max. Bending Moment
Max. Sheer Force
Weight

M= 9,148 lbs/ft
Q= 11,236 lbs
3.76 lbs/ft

R12x50

AH 20 Timber Girder
250
290
330
390
490

R12x100

8’ 2”
9’ 6”
10’ 10”
12’ 10”
16’

Concrete Support Systems developed the innovative AH20 Timber GIRDER specifically
for advancement in concrete construction. Built with the perfect combination
of Aluminum and Lumber, the AH 20 is composed of the highest quality
of products. The AH 20 Timber Girder is comprised of .40 pressure treated
lumber and carries a lifetime limited warranty against rot, decay, and
termite infestation. Using an SCS Environmentally Preferable Product
wood preservative, the beam is pressure treated throughout the entire
wood to prolong the life of the AH 20 by 50% over the all-wood H20.
The aluminum web provides more added strength. Not only is the AH 20
more durable and resistant to environmental conditions, it will increase
productivity on the jobsite, due to its added strength. The AH 20 reduces
vertical support, saving costs associated with labor and equipment up to
25%.
Connect the AH 20 Timber Girder to the Twin & Insert Beam using a R12x100
or connect two AH20 Timber Girders using the Multi Clamp.

Multi Clamp

Technical Information
Max. Bending Moment M= 5,532 lbs/ft
Max. Sheer Force
Q= 3,710 lbs
Weight
3.75 lbs/ft

50% Higher Ulitmate Load
50% More Cantilever
25% Reduced Vertical Support
Twice the Life Expectancy
THAN THE TRADITIONAL
ALL-WOOD H20
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Tables
A small amount of parts and no tools are needed to assemble applications like flying tables and adjustable tables.
The lightweight components also allow moving tables by hand. The basic table is erected with the following components:
Four- 8’ (240) frames
Two- 12’ 3” Twin Beams
Four- HV Legs
This is a self standing unit which needs no support from walls or other sources. (Fig.1)
By adding one Insert Beam, the table can be adjusted to the size of the building.
Also, by adding an Insert Beam on the other side, the table can be adjusted to a length between 12’ 3” and 27’.
No fixed increments are required since the Insert Beam slides freely between the Twin Beam. (Fig.2)
By adding ledger frames to the insert beams, the table can be used as a flying table without any further preparations.

Adjustable
Length

8’

Fig. 1

8’

Fig. 2

Trolley

Fig. 3

All 4 wheels are steering wheels.
Trolley capacity: 2,248 lbs.

Stripped and ready to
move, this table stays
as one unit.
Trolleys were used to
push this large flying
table outside the
structure for
attachment to a crane.

Once the table has
been moved, the
HV Legs are now used
as back propping in
predetermined spacing.

Forkhead
The Forkhead can be used at the Jack end
plate or at the HV Leg Prop end plate.
Referred to also as the four way forkhead,
it can be used in two directions:
Single sided for one Girder.
Double sided for two Girders.

Guard Rail

The Forkhead is used for unique angles or
shoring around obstructions, in addition to
the Twin Beam Shoring System. The
Forkhead can also be used as a very basic
shoring system. It’s components consist of
AH20 Timber Girders, HV Legs, and
Ledger Frames.

The forkheads and girder were used in addition to
the current shoring system because of this angle.

The Guard Rail height is 52”. When used with
the guard rail connector it still meets OSHA
requirements by having a height of 43” above
the joist. The guard rail adaptor attaches to
the insert beam or twin beam by pushing the
wing nut into the slot, in the beam, and turning
90 degrees to tighten in place.
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